
 Retail Solutions Summit 

Together we’ll  
journey to operational 

excellence
Labor Planning | Unified Forecasting | WFM 

IMS | Store Execution

October 11 – 13, 2022



Register today

The power of 
collaboration
After a two-year pandemic shutdown, we are so 
excited to once again come together live and in 
person for our annual retail solutions summit! 
Here are just a few reasons to mark your calendar 
for Logile Ascend 2022: 

• Gain inventive ways to address unprecedented challenges 

with the latest innovation from Logile and industry 

leaders — Learn the best from the best.

 • ROI in the bag: Go home invigorated and armed with valuable 

knowledge and tools you can immediately use in your business.

 • Intimate setting guarantees quality time with Logile leaders 

and your retail peers to build meaningful relationships.

You’re invited to join us for Logile’s 
Retail Solutions Summit on 

 October 11 – 13, 2022
at

Our beautiful venue  
in the heart of the Bahamas 

Margaritaville Beach Resort Nassau

https://cvent.me/OzA1lZ


Make it happen

Aspire, Plan, Execute, Succeed

Joby Ogwyn
World Record-Holding Mountain 
Climber and Legendary Wing-Suit Pilot

Be inspired by our keynote speaker, Joby Ogwyn,  
the only man to ever climb Mount Everest in one  
day – a true adventurer, explorer and thrill-seeker! 

With his signature awe-inspiring visuals and stories, 
Joby shares his secrets for finding inspiration, 
fighting through failure and mitigating risk – a 
talk that’s sure to inspire you to face seemingly 
insurmountable odds in order to succeed.

More guest industry speakers to be announced soon...



At a glance
Monday October 10th to October 14th, 2022

10th

14th

11th 12–13th

Monday October 10th

Arrival and check-in.

Friday October 14th

Guest departure home.

Tuesday October 11th

Peer to peer networking sessions and guest introductions.  
Join us for the welcome reception at the S.O.S Bar for our pool 

party overlooking the ocean. Enjoy food stations, music, games, 
and entertainment.

Wednesday October 12th – Thursday October 13th

Access to over 40 expert sessions across four tracks with Logile 
leaders and your retail peers.



Wednesday October 12, 2022 • Morning Arrival and check-in: Guests must arrive and check-in on Tuesday 11th October,  
where there will also be a Welcome Dinner – the perfect opportunity for Peer 
to peer networking and guest introductions. Join us for the welcome reception 
at the S.O.S Bar for our pool party overlooking the ocean. Enjoy food stations, 
music, games, and entrainment.

General Sessions

Track Workforce Management Solutions Inventory Management Solutions, Food Safety Logile innovations

Room Compass Rose Ballroom Hemisphere Dancer Fins to the right 

07:00 AM Breakfast – Retailer Networking Opportunity

08:00 AM
Welcome to Ascend

Kickoff of the Logile Retail Solutions Summit and User’s Conference
08:15 AM

08:30 AM

Key Note Speaker - Joby Ogwyn
Joby Ogwyn is the only man to ever climb Mount Everest in one day – a true adventurer, explorer and thrill-seeker! Joby shares his secrets for finding inspiration, fighting through failure and mitigating risk just as we as retailers all do.

08:45 AM

09:00 AM

09:15 AM

09:30 AM

09:45 AM

10:00 AM
Getting Data Working in Real Time – Next Level Opportunities in all aspects of store planning, scheduling, and execution

Why, what, and how to utilize data wisely and responsibly to make informed decisions supporting services that benefit your customers, employees, communities and bottom line.
10:15 AM

10:30 AM

10:45 AM Break – Retailer Networking Opportunity

11:00 AM

Forecast Labor Needs and  
Address Labor Shortages

What’s new with Logile’s advanced multi-layered, multi-dimensional 
forecasting approach - now including weather, climatology, and 
advanced machine learning algorithms to create accurate and 

realizable forecasts for workforce management, fresh production 
planning, and automated inventory replenishment.

Managing All Inventory  
Within the Four Walls

The goods you sell and the services you provide are much of what 
defines your business in the market. Logile Product Management 

thought leaders will discuss the importance of effective inventory 
management and an overview of Logile’s new Inventory Management 

System (IMS) designed to support inventory replenishment, fresh 
item production management and shrink reduction tools all within 

one system unified with Logile Workforce Management.

Logile Technology and Hosting
Did you hear about the problems some retailers had when their WFM 

provider was hit with a cyber attack? Learn about Logile’s technology and 
cloud based hosting with disaster recovery initiatives. We can’t tell you we 
will never be attacked since anyone is a potential cyber target. But we can 
tell you exactly what your experience will be. Learn the details of Logile’s 

Disaster Recovery plans and service level agreement to support your needs.

11:15 AM

11:30 AM

11:45 AM

12:00 PM

12:15 PM Lunch – Retailer Networking Opportunity



General Sessions

Track Workforce Management Solutions Inventory Management Solutions, Food Safety Logile Innovations

Room Compass Rose Ballroom Hemisphere Dancer Fins to the right 

01:45 PM

Addressing Inflation and Store 
Performance Through Earned Hours

High inflation exposes the inherent problems with using Sales Per Hour or 
Labor Rate to manage your labor. Logile thought leaders discuss why we 

recommend the use of an earned hours program, and using Earned Hours 
Performance % as your guiding metric to manage labor based on the true 

work content of your stores.

Reducing Overproduction With AI 
Recipe Management

Join us for a deeper dive into the IMS Recipe Management module, a 
foundation for fresh item Production Planning either in stores or in 
centralized facilities. Learn about managing nutritional data, recipe 

ingredients, formulations, process steps and new capabilities for variable 
batch sizes to reduce overproduction.

Attendance Compliance
Logile now supports Attendance Management and Benefit Accruals. Hear 
from Logile Time and Attendance experts how these enhancements work 

and if these are right for you.02:00 PM

02:15 PM Aligning Corporate Goals With 
Operational Needs

Eliminate silo’d budgeting with Logile’s Advanced Budgeting with 
new features: AHR modeling, support for team collaboration, shared 

management of key adjustments (like remodels), ability to create multiple 
scenarios, and iterative budgeting by period to adjust to changing market 

conditions and year to date performance.
02:30 PM

02:45 PM Break – Retailer Networking Opportunity

03:00 PM Addressing the Labor Shortage with 
Flexible & Gig Scheduling

We know you are operating in a tight labor market. Learn about new 
Logile innovations in scheduling functionality to address that challenge 
and provide your employees with the options that best suit their needs 

and retain them. Utilize non-traditional employees to fill scheduling 
needs through a gig-style bid and approval process and same day pay 
options. Find out how you can “uberize” part of your workforce and fill 

those open shifts.

Increase Sales and Reduce Labor and 
Shrink With Production Planning

Get an introduction to the IMS Production Planning module. Learn 
the basics about item records, forecasting for sales/movement, and 

how the process leads to translating the sales forecast into what 
needs to be made, when, and in what quantity. Presenters will discuss 

game-changing AI and ML-based dynamic batching and sequencing 
functionality to reduce out of stocks and shrink.

Operationalizing Continuous 
Improvement

Discover how two retailer leaders, Wegmans and Tesco, created structures 
within their organizations to capture the full benefits of their labor 

management programs.

03:15 PM

03:30 PM

03:45 PM Break – Retailer Networking Opportunity

04:00 PM
Consumer Grade Experience With 2.0

New user interface components will make the UI more like people experience with consumer applications they are familiar with. See how these features are improving Logile’s desktop and mobile platforms.
04:15 PM

04:30 PM

04:45 PM Closing & Logistics

06:00 PM Dinner and Entertainment – Retailer Networking Opportunity

Wednesday October 12, 2022 • Afternoon



General Sessions

Track Workforce Management Solutions Inventory Management Solutions, Food Safety Logile Innovations

Room Compass Rose Ballroom Hemisphere Dancer Fins to the right 

07:00 AM Breakfast – Retailer Networking Opportunity

08:15 AM Opening

08:30 AM
Guest Speaker - One Store One Forecast

Join an industry leading executive discussing the opportunity and importance of creating one unified forecast for sales, labor, scheduling, and in-store inventory management including layered promotions.
08:45 AM

09:00 AM

09:15 AM

Labor Shortage? Prioritize Labor Tasks
Every retailer has challenging days where you just don’t have the staff you 
need. Logile has created some new options to designate which labor tasks 

should go un-scheduled during staffing shortages.

Automated Replenishment Based on 
Accurate Forecast

An accurate forecast is the foundation for effective Inventory allocation 
planning and replenishment from your warehouse, supplies, and DSD 

vendors as well as for fresh item production planning. Learn about Logile’s 
advanced forecasting for IMS and computer assisted ordering.

Consumer Grade Experience Demo
You heard about the exciting upgrades to the Logile user interface in the 

general session. Here you can get a demo of new UI built with specific focus 
on how it improve employee adoption and streamline use of your Logile 

system solutions.

09:30 AM

09:45 AM

10:00 AM Break – Retailer Networking Opportunity

10:15 AM
Just In Time Workload Execution With 

Heartbeat Tasks & Clipboard
Empower your people with real-time execution management. Do your 

employees know what mission-critical “Heartbeat” tasks they should be 
performing? Learn how Clipboard, creates and manages a unified work list 

integrating Heartbeat tasks with scheduling.

Automating Food Safety With 
Thermal Intelligence

Introducing Logile’s new sensor based automated system for managing 
holding temperatures. Logile introduces the industry-first solution to offer 
hot temperature monitoring as well as cold for a complete solution in one 

automated system. This new system is designed to ensure food safety 
temperatures are managed while eliminating the time and cost associated 

with manual temperature monitoring by store associates..

Uberize Your Workforce: Flexible & 
Gig Scheduling

If you want to know more about flexible/gig-style scheduling,  
Logile scheduling experts will demo how to set it up with flexible  

scheduling workflows. See how you can uberize scheduling of non-
traditional employees.

10:30 AM

10:45 AM

11:00 AM

Logile Advantage & Digital Adoption
Logile will introduce you to the new solution to support digital transformation and change management for rapid adoption of new software features without extensive user training.

11:15 AM

11:30 AM

11:45 AM

12:00 PM Lunch – Retailer Networking Opportunity

Thursday October 13, 2022 • Morning



Thursday October 13, 2022 • Afternoon

General Sessions

Track Workforce Management Solutions Inventory Management Solutions, Food Safety Logile Innovations

Room Compass Rose Ballroom Hemisphere Dancer Fins to the right 

01:15 PM Delivering Your Brand With Store 
Conditions and Compliance

Learn about the Conditions & Compliance Manager Task app to instill and 
reinforce important business routines and live demonstration. Use the 

extensive library of industry typical tasks to build your program.

Tracking Food Safety and Fresh 
Production with Advanced Task 

Management
Learn about Logile’s system for managing food safety in fresh food production, 

including HACCP controls, recipe and production guidance, quality controls, 
and the complete automation of all food safety logs. Find out how your fresh 

item production plan in IMS connects with the Logile Food Safety module.

Digital Adoption - A Birds Eye View
The new user interface and ongoing enhancements to system features can 

be effectively managed without major retraining. Get a look at Logile’s digital 
adoption to help store users integrate system changes. You will see how this 

will enhance user engagement in live demos on desktop and mobile platforms.

01:30 PM

01:45 PM

02:00 PM
Not One Size Fits All: Self-Checkout for 

Your Business
Self checkout is a great tool to enhance customer experience. Learn how to 

supercharge your self checkouts and deliver an effective return on investment.

Streamlined Schedule Reviews
While your goal is to automate wall-to-wall scheduling with zero edits, 

sometimes edits are required. Logile scheduling experts preview the new line 
and wall schedule designs with new features to reduce editing and expedite 

schedule approval.

02:15 PM
Peer to Peer Networking

02:30 PM

02:45 PM Break – Retailer Networking Opportunity

03:00 PM

Prescriptions for Scheduling Pharmacy 
and Health Clinics

Pharmacies and Health Clinics have some special scheduling needs. Logile 
introduces new functionality for rotational and floater scheduling with 

demand consolidation to meet these specialized needs within your business.

Advanced Communication and 
Compliance With Task Management
Task experts discuss the value proposition for using two of Logile’s most 

popular Task apps. - Communications and Conditions and Compliance 
Manager. Learn about new features and integration capabilities for Logile’s 
Communications Task app. Use the Conditions & Compliance Task app to 

implement effective tasks and store routines for store walks, ad and promo 
readiness, aisle inspections, out of stock monitoring, and numerous other 

tasks to guide store associates to deliver your brand.

Touch and Feel Thermal Intelligence
Join us for a live discussion of the new thermal intelligence solution for 

monitoring hot and cold holding temperatures. See how our sensors 
communicate to the Logile cloud for temperature monitoring and 

automated alerts.

03:15 PM

03:30 PM

03:45 PM Scheduling Production and Fresh 
Departments

Achieving true automated wall to wall scheduling is a challenge and a journey. 
Learn how one retailer is using multiple labor tasks to put the people with the 

right skills on the schedule at the right time and making significant progress on 
this goal with the fine tuning necessary to do it.

Open Discussion - IMS Platform
Meet with Logile thought leaders for a recap, questions and open 

discussion around Logile IMS and the solution components designed to 
manage your inventory needs including automated replenishment and 

fresh production planning.

Driving Staffing and Service
Staffing is where your labor model operations and business rules are 

transformed into interval-specific scheduling requirements. See how to use 
Staffing Analyzer to fine tune and optimize staffing, reduce wasted hours 
and ensure planned staffing requirements are schedulable. Watch Logile’s 

Staffing Analyzer with Standards Analyzer do what once took analysts many 
days to do!

04:00 PM

04:15 PM Logile Journey
Logile’s CEO, Purna Mishra, offers reflections on retail challenges, opportunities and overcoming adversity through your strategic partnership with Logile. He will share his update on Logile’s vision and plans for ongoing success and customer satisfaction.04:30 PM

04:45 PM Closing and Logistics

06:00 PM Dinner and Entertainment – Retailer Networking Opportunity

Departure: Guests are welcome to depart and travel home the following day on Friday 14th October.



Uneven processes and uncertain visibility? Staffing shortage? Execution challenges?  
Hear retailer success stories and new strategies, solutions and insights!

Labor Planning and 
Unified Forecasting

Reassess and reset for peak 
performance with industry-
leading best practices, labor 
standards and modeling, 
budgeting and the power of 
unified store-wide forecasting.

 

Workforce  
Management

Use WFM to streamline 
operations, enhance the customer 
experience, and improve 
employee satisfaction with new 
ways to schedule, attract and 
retain talent.

 

Inventory  
Management

Optimize the last leg of 
supply chain execution with 
a store-focused inventory 
management ecosystem, from 
configuration and training, to 
stock management, production 
planning, fresh item management, 
CGO/CGA ordering and fulfillment.

Store Execution

Leverage Task Engine precision to 
dynamically manage and execute 
store-floor operations with mobile 
employee communications and 
the best task management, food 
safety and more.

Attending affords us the opportunity to continue with the 
learning process via client success stories, experiences and 
findings, complemented by Logile’s team. Without a doubt it 
is a great opportunity that will help you identify the potential 
improvement that can be accomplished in your own operations.” 
Director of Operational Efficiency, Soriana

It was a great opportunity to be involved, being able to listen to 
some other clients, hearing some wins and opportunities that 
they have had over the past few years. Also being able to listen 
and learn more about Logile and what can be available for us to 
help improve.”  
General Manager, Heinen’s Grocery Store

Previous guests

S E S S I O N  F O C U S E S



What you need 
to know
Registration 
$999
Registration fee is $999. 

Registrants may also bring 

their significant other at no 

additional costs — and both 

can enjoy all of the Logile 

meals, events and activities.

Resort costs 
$279/night

The resort room cost is  

$279/night and includes all 

resort fees, taxes, etc. This 

could be subject to change 

based on the prevailing VAT 

at the time of the event.

Activities

There will be a variety of 

activities at the resort, 

included free of charge with 

your stay, but are available 

on a first-come-first-serve 

basis. Take a look at some of 

the activities below to get you 

excited for the stay!

Participants must have a 

valid passport for travel.

Deep sea fishing

Golf at Royal Blue

S
ea

horse catamaran diving

Fi
na

l n
ight on Blackbeard’s Ship

Register today

https://cvent.me/OzA1lZ


Atlanta from $373

Boston from $320

Charlotte from $589

Chicago from $587

Cleveland from $511

Dallas from $592

Fayetteville from $604

Grand Rapids from $699

Harrisburg from $421

London from $847

Los Angeles from $478

Mexico City from $966

Minneapolis from $639

Nashville from $486

New York from $329

Phoenix from $516

Pittsburgh from $443

San Antonio from $611

St. Louis from $594

Toronto from $482

Roundtrips to Nassau

Here are some of the roundtrip flight costs as of May 20. Please Note prices may change based on  
time of booking. We would suggest looking at flights.google.com for more prices and options. 

Getting here

https://www.google.com/flights

